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Abstract

Performance analysis of P2P systems is necessary to un-
derstand the real impact on the network of such applica-
tions. In this paper we study the performance that can
be achieved by a simple file distribution architecture in a
heterogeneous environment, i.e., when the access links of
peers have randomly distributed capacities. The distribu-
tion architecture is a chain, where each peer downloads
the content from exactly one node and uploads the content
to exactly one node. Our analysis starts from a complete
knowledge about peers, so that we can derive analytically
the deterministic behavior and use the results as reference.
We then remove part of the knowledge a peer has about its
neighbors and derive the performance that can be obtained
in such an environment. Results show that, if peers have suf-
ficient information about neighbors, they can be organized
in such a way that slow peers obtain near optimal perfor-
mance without affecting faster peers. On the other hand,
if peers do not know neighbor characteristics, slow peers
have a significant impact on global performance, and other,
more sophisticated, distribution architectures are required
to maintain proper scalability.

1 Introduction

The Peer-to-Peer (P2P) paradigm is becoming a predom-
inant data communication model in recent years. P2P net-
works form an overlay structure and peers interact one an-
other without the presence of centralized servers. Peers can
act as clients, as servers, and as application level routers
interchangeably [3].

The dominant traffic observed by Internet Service
Providers (ISPs) in P2P overlays is related to file sharing
and distribution [2]. Due to the increasing traffic related to
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P2P, the study on P2P systems performance helps in under-
standing the influence on the network of such applications.
Most P2P systems optimize the search phase, considering
that, once the content is localized, P2P networks are im-
plicitly scalable and the download phase is only a matter
of the local peer bandwidth. In some contexts this assump-
tion may be not true: during flash crowds the main problem
becomes the download phase, independently from the ob-
ject localization. Another example is when P2P systems
are used for file distribution, e.g., anti-virus updates or crit-
ical software patch distribution. In these contexts, the point
of interest becomes the efficiency of the download phase.
Only very recently P2P research focused on the download
performance [8, 10, 6, 9]. In many cases, analyses are based
on observation of traffic measurements and discrete event
simulations. In this paper we are interested in fundamental
theoretic results.

We analyze the performance that can be achieved by a
BitTorrent-like application [7] used for file distribution in
a heterogeneous environment. Without loss of generality,
we consider a given content or file and we study the time
necessary for this content to be distributed to all peers. We
assume a simple distribution architecture, where peers are
organized in chains: as general rule, a node downloads (up-
loads) the content from (to) one node. When multiple par-
allel chains are used, one node belongs to one chain only.

Each peer has a list of peers that participate in the distri-
bution process, and we consider two opposite situations: i)
each peer knows exactly all other peer characteristics (e.g.,
bandwidth and position), or ii) there is no knowledge about
other peer characteristics and position. In the former case,
peers can be organized in smart ways, exploiting the knowl-
edge they have. We call this case “deterministic” and use
the results as reference. In the latter case, the peer to which
the content is uploaded is chosen randomly among those
that still do not have the content. We analyze the impact of
such an uncertainty on performance.

The results show that, if peers have sufficient informa-
tion about their neighbors, it is possible to define collabo-
ration policies among peers with different bandwidths that



allow slow peers to obtain near optimal performance with-
out affecting faster peers. An interesting result is that the
optimal policy is robust to the different ratios between num-
ber of slow peers and number of fast peers. On the other
hand, if peers do not know neighbor characteristics, even a
small number of slow peers can have a significant impact
on global performance.

2 Deterministic Analysis: Two Classes

A chain based distribution architecture is a model where
each peer can have an indefinite number of neighbors1, but
it downloads from one peer only and uploads to one peer
only. The neighbors chosen for downloading/uploading
could be different for different files, but remains the same
for the whole file exchange. See [4] for details.

In file distributions, a server starts to upload the file to
the first peer and, as soon as it terminates, starts with an-
other peer; this behavior is adopted indefinitely until all the
peers have downloaded the content. Each file is subdivided
in pieces called “chunks” and each chunk can be sent sepa-
rately. As soon as a peer receives a single chunk it can start
to upload the chunk to the next peer, without waiting for the
whole file to be downloaded.

We consider two classes of users, class 1 (fast peers) with
bandwidth b1 and class 2 (slow peers) with bandwidth b2

(b1 > b2). Each class is symmetric, i.e., peers that belong
to a class have equal upload and download capacity. The
number of peers in class 1 and class 2 is equal to N1 and
N2 respectively; the total number of peers is N = N1 +N2.
We consider the distribution of a single file F divided into
C chunks. The only bottleneck is the access bandwidth.
The server has sufficient bandwidth to serve concurrently a
fast peer and a slow peer. Moreover, no transmission errors
or packet losses occur.

The main metrics of interest are the total time necessary
to N users to complete the download of a file, and the num-
ber of peers that have completed the download at time t.

We assume that all the peers know the characteristics
of all their neighbors, including their bandwidths. In such
an environment, it is possible to define distribution policies
whereby fast and slow peers collaborate to obtain the best
possible overall result. We analyze different possibilities to
build chains in order to minimize the distribution time. The
policies are decentralized, and the chains are built node-by-
node. Each node has a list of peers involved in the distribu-
tion process, and it selects the peer to upload to, provided
that the contacted node has not yet received any chunk2. We
define the following four policies:

1A peer is considered a neighbor in the overlay architecture if it is pos-
sible to contact it, i.e., its address is known.

2Results do not change with the dual chain building strategy, where
each node selects the peer from which downloading.

• Independent: each class evolves independently. This
scheme, with no interaction between classes, serves as
a reference.

• Generous: each fast peer uploads in parallel the
chunks to exactly one fast peer and one slow peer; slow
peers do not upload.

• Generous with Collaboration: as in the previous
case, but each served slow peers uploads to a slow
peer, that in turn uploads to another slow peer and so
on. This scheme exploits the unused capacity of slow
peers.

• Altruistic: each fast peer, after uploading the content
to exactly one fast peer, stays on-line and serves in par-
allel as many slow peers as possible; slow peers do not
upload.

We only give some basic result; details on the complete
analysis can be found in [5], where also other, tree based,
distribution architectures (not covered here) are considered.
This work instead introduces the stochastic analysis.

2.1 Deterministic Analysis Results

When classes evolve independently, the total number of
peers of class i that complete the download at time t is

NCl.i
Ind (bi, C, t) =

1

2

1

(F/bi)
(Ct2 − (C − 2)t) (1)

where F /bi is the time necessary to download the file
F with rate bi (details on the formula derivation can be
found in [4] and [5]). Note that the number of reached peers
grows linearly with the number of chunks. With respect
to the variable t, the quadratic growth is intuitive since the
number of chains increases linearly in time and the number
of peers that complete downloading the file in each chain
also evolves linearly in time. From (1) we can also derive
the total time necessary to complete N peers [5]:

T Cl.i
Ind (bi, C, Ni) =

F

bi

(C − 2) +
√

(C − 2)2 + 8NiC

2C
.

(2)
We want to compare the different proposed policies and,
concurrently, the impact of the ratio between the number of
peers belonging to different classes. We only present result
relevant for the following part of the paper, referring readers
to [5] for details.

Figure 1 shows the total download time necessary to
complete the download in two different cases, N1 = N2

and N2 = 10N1, as a function of the collaboration policy;
in both cases N = 104. We normalize F /b2 = 1, and use
different bandwidths b1 with b1/b2 = 5, 10, 100. For each
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Figure 1. Total download time with chain
based architecture (N = 104, C = 102)

policy (reported on x-axis) the figure shows the total down-
load time of each class with different bandwidth ratios.

Considering fast peers (class 1, solid lines), indepen-
dently from the bandwidth ratio, performances are not af-
fected by any helping policy, thanks to the fairly high val-
ues of b1/b2 we use. For b1 ∼ b2 things may change,
but the scenario is less interesting. For slow peers (class
2, dashed lines), the Generous with Collaboration policy
greatly improves the performances: in fact, by construction,
F /b2 = 1 round, so the best results that can be achieved is
one round. The figure shows that, regardless of bandwidth
ratio and number of peers ratio, this policy performance
nears optimality. In the case of b1 = 5b2 and N1 = N2

(Fig. 1, top), slow peers finish before fast peers. This is be-
cause a lot of slow chains are started almost at the same
time (i.e., one slow chain every new fast peer reached by
a chunk) allowing slow peers to finish nearly in one round.
In the meanwhile the download time of fast peers increases
marginally from 1.5 (Independent) to 1.9 rounds (Gener-
ous), because they use part of their capacities to help slow
peers.

2.2 Limits and Use of the Deterministic Analysis

The deterministic analysis, when the knowledge about
neighbor characteristics is complete, shows that it is pos-
sible to define simple collaboration policies that allow to

obtain near optimal results for slow peers without affect-
ing significantly fast peers. The analysis of more than two
classes becomes only a matter of cumbersome calculations,
but does not increase the insight. Additionally, the hypoth-
esis of complete knowledge is unrealistic, not to mention
that there are a lot of situations where the knowledge about
neighbor characteristics is not available or is changing too
fast to be used. Most probably in real scenarios nodes will
be randomly chosen with respect to the considered charac-
teristic.

3 Analysis with Randomly Selected Peers

Let all peers be independent and identical, so we can
describe the system through a unique probability distribu-
tion of the random variable b for the peer bandwidth. The
probability distribution of b summarizes the fact that in the
network peers dedicate only part of the bandwidth for file
distribution and also the fact that in the network there could
be peers with different access technologies.

In the lack of global knowledge it is not possible to de-
vise smart cooperation policies. If a peer starts to down-
load/upload to a peer with less bandwidth (so there is a
fraction of the download/upload bandwidth available) the
remaining capacity is wasted.

Without loss of generality, we suppose that heads of the
chains are always fast peers with full bandwidth available.
So a new chain is started every F /bfast seconds, where bfast

is the highest capacity in bit/s.

3.1 Single Chain Analysis

Similarly to a normal multi-link transmission, the total
download time, for a given n, number of peers, can be di-
vided into two terms: the time necessary to reach the n-th
peer and the time necessary to upload the whole file to that
peer. We obtain

t
(n)
total = t

(n)
reach + t

(n)
dwnl-file (3)

From the probability distribution of the random variable b
we can derive the probability distribution of the download
time for a single peer, i.e., ftdwnl-file(τ), with tdwnl-file = F

b
,

where the file size F is a constant. The file is divided in C
chunks and we can derive ftdwnl-chunk(τ), with tdwnl-chunk =
F
Cb

.
The time to reach the n-th peer is the time to transmit

the single chunk through the chain. The transmission rate at
each step is determined by the minimum capacity between
the uploading and the downloading peer and corresponds
to the maximum transfer time. The probability distribution
of a single transfer can be found through the cumulative



Figure 2. File transfer over a single chain

distribution of a single chunk download time:

ttransfer = max
node−u,node−d

(tdwnl-chunk)

Fttransfer(τ) = F 2
tdwnl-chunk

(τ) (4)

where Ftdwnl-chunk is the cumulative distribution function
(CDF) of tdwnl-chunk. Equation (4) is correct as far as peers
are i.i.d. Since we suppose that the transfer time on each
link is independent with respect to previous links, the prob-
ability distribution of n transfers is the convolution of the
distributions:

t
(n)
reach =

n times
︷ ︸︸ ︷

ttransfer + ttransfer + · · · + ttransfer

ftreach|n(τ) =

n times
︷ ︸︸ ︷

fttransfer(τ) ∗ · · · ∗ fttransfer(τ) (5)

where the symbol ‘∗’ defines convolution.
The time necessary to transmit the whole file, once a

peer is reached, depends on the capacity of all the previous
nodes. Let bi be the capacity of node i and b(i) be the ca-
pacity used to transmit. By construction bi ≥ b(i−1), since
the transmit rate b(i−1) includes the capacity of node i and
node i receives a chunk every F

Cb(i−1) . The transfer rate to
the node i + 1 depends on the capacity bi+1. Node i will
upload chunks with a rate that is the minimum between the
rate it receives the chunks and the rate node i+1 can accept
chunks. In formulas

b(i) = min(b(i−1), bi+1)

or, equivalently, the time necessary to transmit the file at
step i, t(i), is

t(i) = max(t(i−1), ti+1)

Ft|i(τ) = Ft|i−1(τ)Ftdwnl-file (τ) = F i+1
tdwnl-file

(τ) (6)

where Ft|i(τ) defines the conditional CDF of the file distri-
bution after i peers have been reached, and Ftdwnl-file(τ) is
the CDF of the file download of a single peer and the last
equality is obtained by iteration.

With (5) and (6) we have the distributions of t
(n)
reach and

t
(n)
dwnl-file respectively. Unfortunately these variables are not

independent; however, since we are interested in large n and

large C to exploit parallelism, the distribution of tdwnl-file

tends rapidly to the maximum download time Td, so that

fttotal|n(τ)
n�1
−→ ftreach|n(τ − Td) . (7)

Eqs. (2) and (7) have been validated by simulation. With
the probability distribution we can calculate the mean time
necessary to reach n peers and then we can build a graph
of time versus the number of peers and study how the chain
evolves with different bandwidth distributions as input. For
notation simplicity we set t = ttotal.

Starting from Eq. 7, with simple stochastic manipulation
we can also obtain fn|t(η), which describes, at a given time
instant, the distribution of the number of reached peers.

ft|n(τ)
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Figure 3. Example of different conditional dis-
tributions obtained with the bandwidth distri-
bution in Table 1

Figure 3 shows the conditional distributions, ft|n(τ) and
fn|t(η), for different values of n and t respectively, obtained
with the bandwidth distribution in Table 1.

3.2 Multiple chains

With a chain based architecture, the server, as soon as it
finishes uploading the file to a peer, starts to upload to an-
other peer, creating a new chain. A new chain is created
every ∆ = F

bfast
seconds. Considering that the system has

started the distribution at time t = 0, given a instant of ob-
servation t, we know exactly how many chains are present
in the system and the probability distribution fn|t(η) of the



number of peers in each chain. The total number of peers
in the system at time t is the sum of the peers in each chain
and, from the probability distribution of the number of peers
in each chain, we can find the distribution of the total num-
ber of peers. Since all the chains are independent, we have

fntotal|t(η) = fn|t(η) ∗ fn|t−∆(η) ∗ fn|t−2∆(η) ∗ · · · (8)

where the convolution is repeated until t−i∆ > 0. If we are
interested only in the mean number of peers, since the sum
is a linear operation, we can find it from the mean number
of peers of a single chain at time t, t − ∆, t − 2∆, ...

4 Numerical Examples and Discussion

We start from a typical bandwidth distribution (Table 1).
We set the file size F such that the download time with min-
imum rate (dial-up connection) is F

bslow
= 1 rounds. Other

rates are 10 and 20 times greater. We vary the percentage of
slow users from 13% to 1%, considering that the number of
cable users increases of the same percentage, leaving DSL
users unmodified.

Table 1. Reference bandwidth distribution
Type F /b %
dial-up 1 13%
DSL 0.1 23%
Cable 0.05 64%

We implemented and solved the system with Octave [1].
Our program accepts as input any (discrete) probability dis-
tribution and the number of chunks that composes the file
and gives as output the final distributions and some statis-
tics such as mean values and quantiles.

Figure 4 shows the results obtained for the analysis of
a single chain with the distribution of Table 1. Figure 4
(top) illustrates how the distribution of the time necessary
to reach n-th peer varies with the number n of peers. As the
number of peer increases, the probability distribution be-
comes smooth and spread, approximating a Gaussian as the
central limit theorem predicts. Figure 4 (bottom) shows the
distribution of the download rate as a function of the num-
ber of reached peers. Since each transmission is limited to
the rate at which it receives chunks, the distribution rapidly
converges on the maximum time. The explanation of this
effect is simple: with a probability pslow to find a slow peer,
the probability that at step n the chain contains at least one
slow peer is p

(n)
slow = 1 − (1 − pslow)n.

Let’s now focus on the distribution of peers given t.
From this distribution we calculate the mean number of
completed peers reached at time t (Fig. 5, top) with different
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Figure 4. The distribution of the time neces-
sary to reach n-th peer and to download the
file with a single chain using the bandwidth
distribution in Table 1 and C=100

fractions of slow peers. It is possible to see that, after a time
lapse necessary to reach a number of peers approximately
equal to 1/pslow, where pslow is the probability to find a slow
peer, the mean number of peers remains constant until the
time reaches one round, that is the time necessary to upload
the file with lowest bandwidth.

Figure 5 (bottom) shows the mean total number of com-
pleted peers in case of multiple chains. The quadratic be-
havior predicted in the deterministic analysis by Eq. 1 starts
only after 1 round and is governed by the slow peers capac-
ity.

The same behavior can be observed with different values
of C, number of chunks (Fig. 6). As noted in Sect. 2, as the
number of chunks increases, the number of peers reached
at any observation time t increases linearly; C appears both
in the coefficients of the linear and quadratic term, thus its
influence is indeed dominant.

5 Conclusions and Future Work

We have analyzed a simple distribution architecture in
P2P networks with a heterogeneous environment. We have
first considered a network with complete knowledge about
neighbor characteristics. In this case, we have found the
best distribution policy that exploits the peer knowledge.
This policy allows to obtain near optimal performance for
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Figure 5. Mean number of completed peers as
a function of t for different probability distri-
butions (C = 100)

slow peers, without affecting fast peer performance. Then,
we have studied the case of peers that select randomly peers
to which upload. We have found that even a small fraction
of slow peers have a disruptive impact on system perfor-
mance. A simple chain based architecture is therefore not
effective in presence of uncertainties about peer bandwidth.
Nevertheless, in contexts where bandwidth is reserved for
these application and peers have complete knowledge about
other peers, collaborative policies may obtain near optimal
results.

We are now studying the impact of heterogeneity in tree
based distribution architectures to verify how uncertainty
affects these architectures and possibly to overcome the
problem with flexible and adaptive collaboration policies.
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